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accumark platform is an unmatched cad/wom solution for the fashion industry, with a strong focus on global manufacturing
and distribution. version 12 is based on accuplan, which was released in february 2018, and accumark platform allows for

quick and easy integration with 3d sampling, visual design and manufacturing. accumark platform integrates seamlessly with
accuplan to optimize spread and cut planning. version 12 of accuplan includes the addition of multiple fabric property features

to capture selvage, shrink/stretch percentage values and major enhancements to planning and reporting features. the
updates to the accuplan application continue to improve speed, efficiency and the optimization of material utilization. the new

fabric property features allow for greater planning and optimized material consumption. the addition of customizations in
reporting and a new production tracker report provides greater management control and visualization into the workflow for

improved agility and the ability to plan multiple purchase orders together, and accurately report on fabric consumption.
accuplan integrates seamlessly with accumark to optimize spread and cut planning. version 12 of accuplan includes the

addition of multiple fabric property features to capture selvage, shrink/stretch percentage values and major enhancements to
planning and reporting features. the updates to the accuplan application continue to improve speed, efficiency and the
optimization of material utilization. the new fabric property features allow for greater planning and optimized material

consumption. the addition of customizations in reporting and a new production tracker report provides greater management
control and visualization into the workflow for improved agility and the ability to plan multiple purchase orders together, and

accurately report on fabric consumption.
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design information and allows
you to optimize your markers

using a suite software that
seamlessly connects data.
smart pattern-making tools
allow you to work faster and
can reduce errors as well as

save time. this program, along
with similar programs, makes

the process of designing
patterns easier. this program

has the unique ability to
display the pattern on the

mannequin in three
dimensions. fully integrated

suite of software products that
will help you get from concept
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